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The Tai Tham script is also known as Lanna as well as Old Tai Lue. It is used for the Khuen, Northern Thai, and Tai Lue languages. The glyphs shown in the code chart are in Khuen and Tai Lue style.

Consonants
1A20  ⦕ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH KA
1A21  ⦔ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH KHA
1A22  ⦗ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH KXA
1A23  ⦚ TAI THAM LETTER LOW KA
1A24  ⦛ TAI THAM LETTER LOW KHA
1A25  ⦜ TAI THAM LETTER LOW KXA
1A26  ⦝ TAI THAM LETTER NGA
1A27  ⦞ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH CA
1A28  ⦟ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH CHA
1A29  ⦠ TAI THAM LETTER LOW CA
1A2A  ⦡ TAI THAM LETTER LOW CHA
1A2B  ⦢ TAI THAM LETTER LOW SA
1A2C  ⦣ TAI THAM LETTER NYA
1A2D  ⦤ TAI THAM LETTER RATA
1A2E  ⦥ TAI THAM LETTER RATHA
1A2F  ⦦ TAI THAM LETTER LAE
1A30  ⦧ TAI THAM LETTER LOW RATHA
1A31  ⦨ TAI THAM LETTER RANA
1A32  ⦩ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH TA
1A33  ⦪ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH THA
1A34  ⦫ TAI THAM LETTER LOW TA
1A35  ⦬ TAI THAM LETTER LOW THA
1A36  ⦭ TAI THAM LETTER NA
1A37  ⦮ TAI THAM LETTER BA
1A38  ⦹ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH PA
1A39  ⦺ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH PHA
1A3A  ⦻ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH FA
1A3B  ⦼ TAI THAM LETTER LOW PA
1A3C  ⦽ TAI THAM LETTER LOW FA
1A3D  ⦾ TAI THAM LETTER LOW PHA
1A3E  ⦿ TAI THAM LETTER MA
1A3F  ⦺ TAI THAM LETTER LOW YA
1A40  ⦻ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH YA
1A41  ⦼ TAI THAM LETTER RA
1A42  ⦽ TAI THAM LETTER RUE
1A43  ⦾ TAI THAM LETTER LA
1A44  ⦿ TAI THAM LETTER LUE
1A45  ⦹ TAI THAM LETTER WA
1A46  ⦸ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH SHA
1A47  ⦷ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH SSHA
1A48  ⦶ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH SA
1A49  ⦵ TAI THAM LETTER HIGH HA
1A4A  ⦴ TAI THAM LETTER LLA
1A4B  ⦳ TAI THAM LETTER A
1A4C  ⦲ TAI THAM LETTER LOW HA

Independent vowels
1A50  ⦰ TAI THAM LETTER EE
1A51  ⦯ TAI THAM LETTER UU
1A52  ⦮ TAI THAM LETTER OO
1A53  ⦹ TAI THAM LETTER II
1A54  ⦸ TAI THAM LETTER U
1A55  ⦷ TAI THAM LETTER GREAT SA
1A56  ⦶ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN MEDIAI LA
1A57  ⦵ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN LA TANG LAI
1A58  ⦴ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN MAI KANG LAI
1A59  ⦳ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN FINAL NGA
1A5A  ⦲ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN LOW PA
1A5B  ⦱ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN HIGH RATHA OR LOW PA
1A5C  ⦰ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN MA
1A5D  ⦯ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN BA
1A5E  ⦮ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN SA
1A5F  ⦷ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN TALL AA
1A60  ⦶ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN AA
1A61  ⦵ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN ONE
1A62  ⦴ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN TWO
1A63  ⦳ TAI THAM VOWELSIGN THREE
1A64  ⦲ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN FOUR
1A65  ⦱ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN FIVE
1A66  ⦰ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN SIX
1A67  ⦯ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN SEVEN
1A68  ⦮ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN EIGHT
1A69  ⦷ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN NINE
1A6A  ⦶ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN ZERO
1A6B  ⦵ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN MAI SAT
1A6C  ⦴ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN OA BELOW
1A6D  ⦳ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN OY
1A6E  ⦲ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN OA ABOVE
1A6F  ⦱ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN UUE
1A70  ⦰ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN UE
1A71  ⦯ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN I
1A72  ⦮ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN OA ABOVE
1A73  ⦷ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN OA BELOW
1A74  ⦶ TAI THAM VOWEL SIGN MAI KANG

Tone marks
1A75  ⦵ TAI THAM SIGN TONE-1
1A76  ⦴ TAI THAM SIGN TONE-2
1A77  ⦳ TAI THAM SIGN KHAEN TONE-3
1A78  ⦲ TAI THAM SIGN KHAEN TONE-4
1A79  ⦱ TAI THAM SIGN KHAEN TONE-5

Other marks
1A7A  ⦰ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN RA HAAM
1A7B  ⦯ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN MAI SAM
1A7C  ⦮ TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN MAI SAT

Cryptogrammic mark
1A7F  ⦯ TAI THAM COMBINING CRYPTOGRAMMIC DOT

Hora digits
1A80  ⦰ TAI THAM HORA DIGIT ZERO
1A81  ⦯ TAI THAM HORA DIGIT ONE
1A82  ⦮ TAI THAM HORA DIGIT TWO
1A83  ⦷ TAI THAM HORA DIGIT THREE
1A84  ⦶ TAI THAM HORA DIGIT FOUR
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1A85 TAI THAM HORA DIGIT FIVE
1A86 TAI THAM HORA DIGIT SIX
1A87 TAI THAM HORA DIGIT SEVEN
1A88 TAI THAM HORA DIGIT EIGHT
1A89 TAI THAM HORA DIGIT NINE

Tham digits
1A90 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT ZERO
1A91 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT ONE
1A92 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT TWO
1A93 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT THREE
1A94 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT FOUR
1A95 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT FIVE
1A96 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT SIX
1A97 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT SEVEN
1A98 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT EIGHT
1A99 TAI THAM THAM DIGIT NINE

Logographs
1AA0 TAI THAM SIGN WIANG
    • logograph for city
1AA1 TAI THAM SIGN WIANGWAAN
    • logograph for village
1AA2 TAI THAM SIGN SAWAN
    • logograph for heaven

Punctuation
These characters are used as dingbats and section starters.
1AA3 TAI THAM SIGN KEOW
    = courtyard
1AA4 TAI THAM SIGN HOY
    = oyster
1AA5 TAI THAM SIGN DOKMAI
    = flower
    ➞ 2055 • flower punctuation mark
1AA6 TAI THAM SIGN REVERSED ROTATED RANA

Sign
1AA7 TAI THAM SIGN MAI YAMOK
    ➞ 0E46 ไทย character maiyamok

Punctuation
1AA8 TAI THAM SIGN KAAN
    • danda
1AA9 TAI THAM SIGN KAANKUU
    • double danda
1AAA TAI THAM SIGN SATKAAN
1AAB TAI THAM SIGN SATKAANKUU
    ➞ 0E5A ไทย character angkhankhu
1AAC TAI THAM SIGN HANG
    • used in combinations with other punctuation marks at ends of sections
1AAD TAI THAM SIGN CAANG